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AN INTENSE WAY
OF LIVING

e live in a material world, 

where old values are rapidly 

disappearing. We fill our 

homes with mass production 

furniture, furniture that has 

no personality or uniqueness. We have the same 

furniture as millions of other houses in the world. 

If we are not all the same, if we are different and 

unique, why should our houses be exactly the same? 

Why should we have a house and not a home? We 

have to be fierce and resilient while working in a 

concrete jungle, where the laws of nature, of “eat or 

be eaten” apply. When we want to relax, we seek 

the outdoors, we seek nature and we seek our roots 

and the places where we were happy. With this in 

mind, BRABBU was born. BRABBU is nature’s child, 

we remember our wildness, and thus we reinvent 

all the forces of nature through design by using 

nature’s materials, textures, scents, flavours and 

colours, hence providing our clients with a real jungle 

experience inside a concrete jungle. This helps us 

provide a home, a place to relax, to remember the 

odour of fresh-cut grass, the sea, that peculiar and 

very particular odour of mornings in Spring. BRABBU 

designs and produces handcrafted unique products 

with strong dedication and fierceness. We believe in 

the strength of the oceans, of the soil and volcanoes. 

We believe in every force of nature as a rhythm, a 

heartbeat. Harmonise your stressful life drums with 

our own beat and feel revitalised every time you get 

home. We believe that all of the world’s memories 

are inside nature and cultures. As time passes, the 

trees gain rings and we gain wrinkles. All these 

wrinkles represent a memory, an experience. We 

strive to help you remember that day playing on the 

beach, camping under the stars, running in woods. 

A world before technology took over. Memory is a 

scent, a colour, a texture, a flavour, and a shape. 

Every detail is carved in ourselves and in the natural 

elements. Every detail, every memory are wrinkles 

in time. BRABBU tells stories through its collections. 

Our designers travel around the world to find the 

forgotten words, stories, and traditions, the unusual 

textures and shapes, the unique personalities, in 

order to give life to our designs. 

We tell stories where the protagonists are different 

cultures, where the essence of time and the world 

is present. Browse through this book, embark in our 

story and allow us to navigate yours; find fierce, 

resilient and timeless products for your home that 

reflect your personality and way of living.

W

APIS Dining Table, DALYAN II Dining Chair and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/warm-neutral-modern-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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HAND IN HAND

BRABBU is more than a brand: it is the result of passion and commitment 

to design, the highest standards in materials and quality. Inspired by the 

world cultures and nature, and driven by craftsmanship and innovation.

The almost exclusively handcrafted production and the close relation 

between designers and craftsmen adds bigger value to the products, 

placing BRABBU in a competitive position in the market, especially for 

those who look for meaningful products beyond functionality. 

Knowledge meets creativity: BRABBU has the social responsibility to 

preserve and support the know-how of diverse and local craftsmen. 

Preserving the knowledge from the past and uniting it to the design, is the 

perfect combination to push for innovation and save the future.

DESIGN, CRAFTSMANSHIP, INNOVATION:
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DALYAN Counter Stool and NIKU Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-with-dalyan-counter-stool-and-niku-pendant-light?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Kitchens are made to create lingering moments, passing memories and family traditions. Being a highly 

functional space, it usually requires a highly functional design and furniture, however, comfort and 

sophistication should not be forsaken. Simplicity, subtle sophistication, careful use of textures, and clean 

lines define this contemporary and stylish kitchen that features our stunning CAYO Counter Stools and 

SAKI Pendant Lights. It reflects balance, warmth and a sense of connection, a combination that can be seen 

in the green cotton velvet of the stools and the glossy brass pendant lights, making people feel relaxed 

and amazed by the beauty of the space. On the right, the fusion of the same tones provides a modern and 

welcoming vibe to the coffee corner, with the amazing BOURBON Sofa that fills the room with grandeur 

and splendour. 

CAYO Counter Stool and SAKI Pendant Light. 

BOURBON Round Sofa, AGRA Coffee Table, ARUNA Wall Light, KAYAN Mirror and NEPTUNO Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/stunning-kitchen-with-cayo-counter-stool?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-coffee-corner-with-bourbon-round-sofa?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DUKONO Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/green-modern-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Nº20 Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light.

CAYO Dining Chair, PLATEAU I Dining Table and VELLUM Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-design-with-brown-counter-stools?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/mid-century-dining-room-with-vellum-suspension-lights?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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PLUM Counter Stool and WATERFALL Pendant Light by Luxxu.

PLUM COUNTER STOOL

A throwback to the past with a contemporary touch is the perfect description for PLUM Counter Stool. With glossy black 

lacquered legs, this fully leather upholstered chair will instantly add a sophisticated feel when placed in a home bar design.

KEYWORDS

#kitchen

#kitchendesign

#kitchendecor

#modernkitchen

#modernkitchendesign

#counterstools

#counterstooldesign

#counterstool

#counterstoolstyle

#counterstoolsets

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-classic-kitchen-in-black-and-white?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/plum/counter-stool/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Kitchens are those highly functional spaces where we create our most fond memories, hence it should be a 

welcoming and beautiful space. When we think about kitchen design and decor, we want this space to be 

practical and comfortable so opting for a modern minimal kitchen can be the way to go. Blue is a timeless 

choice for interiors, but in recent years, softer and fresher shades have become a go-to for interior designers, 

given the extremely relaxing effect of this aquatic shade. Described as one of the most versatile, powerful 

and elegant tones, it furnishes any room with character, so the kitchen is no exception, and NAJ Counter Stool 

proves it amazingly. At the same time, SAKI Pendant Light is an example of how blue and gold are an incredible 

combination, creating the most balanced and bright space. On the right, we have the Nº20 Counter Stool 

upholstered in blue velvet with legs in ash with walnut stain matte varnish and has a nailhead trim that adds 

subtle sophistication.

NAJ Counter Stool and SAKI Pendant Light.

Nº20 Counter Stool and CARTER Suspension Light by DelightFULL.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/naj-bar-counter-stool-and-saki-pendant-light-are-the-perfect-match-for-a-modern-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-design-in-white-and-blue?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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N20 Counter Stools.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-kitchen-design-with-blue-hues?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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N20 Counter Stool and SAKI Pendant Light. 1. N20 Counter Stool 2. SAKI Pendant Light 3. SHINTO Round Dining Table. 

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/dark-modern-kitchen-design-with-blue-hues?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DALYAN Counter Stool, NIKU Pendant Light, GOROKA Side Table and OKA Armchair.

The kitchen should be not only highly functional but also a 

beautiful and welcoming place to gather and create memories 

while cooking. Grey tones are ideal for kitchen walls and furniture, 

being the perfect choice to create more spaciousness and 

brightness. The image on the left portrays how the mix of lighter 

and darker shades of grey in the kitchen cabinets can be striking 

and eye-catching. The GOROKA Side Table was a memorable 

round table option in this modern kitchen interior design next to 

the elegant DALYAN Counter Stool, made of synthetic leather with 

legs in glossy black lacquer with shiny aged brass details. In the 

image above, the contemporary kitchen features two outstanding 

products: ZULU Counter Stools and NAICCA Pendant Lights. This 

kitchen set is an incredibly serene and sober environment that 

ought to ensure an even more tranquil place, thus creating a more 

versatile surrounding to create an artful design one might wish 

for. The unforgettable  ZULU Counter Stool completes this entire 

layout. This is a button-tufted dining chair, fully upholstered in 

cotton velvet, providing personality with the design itself. In its turn, 

NAICCA Pendant Light has an aged brushed brass structure and 

the Quartz crystal diffuser merges to brighten any home decor, 

filling this kitchen with a strong and peaceful atmosphere.

ZULU Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/luminous-niku-pendant-light-and-elegant-dalyan-counter-stool-make-a-statement-on-kitchen-decor?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemprary-kitchen-interior-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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NUKA Counter Stool and SAKI Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-contemporary-kitchen-in-brown-hues?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Kitchens are those special places where family traditions are passed on, new traditions begin, it is where 

people gather around to prepare a big meal be it for a holiday or a birthday party; kitchens are where we 

prepare a special meal, it is where we create soul food. Kitchen design needs to be practical and functional, 

however, forsaking comfort and beauty should not be an option. There is something sumptuous about the 

combination of marble in interiors, considering that the noble material can fill spaces with exclusivity and 

magnificence. The MALAY Counter Stool and the KOBEN Suspension Light provide the right light to eat 

under. Cooking your favourite dish in an impeccably decorated kitchen is a simple but big pleasure and 

modern items like the NIKU Pendant Light, with a structure in gold, plated brass, shaders in gold plated 

brass and glass and the KAROO Counter Stool fully upholstered in cotton satin and legs in ash with walnut 

stain matte varnish make this activity all the more pleasant.

MALAY Counter Stool and KOBEN Suspension Light.

NIKU Pendant Light and KAROO Counter Stool.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-decoration-with-white-malay-counter-stool?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-kitchen-design-with-karoo-counter-stool-and-niku-pendant-light?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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RUKAY Armchair and SAKI Pendant Light.

AGRA Coffee Table, NIKU Pendant Light and IBIS 2-Seat Sofa.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/the-ultimate-kitchen-d--cor--rukai-bold-velvet-armchair-paired-with-saki-pendant-light?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/minimal-dining-room-with-ibis-sofa?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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 IBIS Counter Stool and ETTA Suspension Light by DelightFULL.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/charleston-kitchen-from-london-apartment?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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TELLUS Dining Chair and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

The kitchen is not only the heart of the home, a place for gathering 

with friends and family at the end of a busy day. This is the 

place where food is prepared, where stories are told and forever 

remembered. The kitchen can be a place of relaxation, where time 

feels like it stops, and one can enjoy every second. However,  to 

truly take advantage of the most of this space, its design must reflect 

one’s lifestyle and preferences - the design, the style, the colours, 

but especially the products that will turn a simple and empty space 

into the perfect kitchen design. These two contemporary kitchen 

designs are the perfect examples of how creating the ideal kitchen 

decor can mix the owner’s personality with the needs and necessities 

of the space. On the left, the bold and powerful upholstery of the 

TELLUS Dining Chair fills the room contrasting with the marble details 

and the unique design of the HORUS Irregular Suspension Light. On 

the other hand, the kitchen decor above represents contemporary 

at its epitome - a simple, yet full of life and colour interior. The rare 

purple upholstery of the KAROO Counter Stools fits perfectly with the 

kitchen main theme. The golden details of the NIKU Pendant Light 

add a sophisticated touch.

KAROO Counter Stool, NIKU Pendant Light and ISAAC Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-design-with-red-dining-chairs?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-kitchen-design-colourful?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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IBIS Dining Chair, APIS Dining Table, NUKA Counter Stool, NAICCA Chandelier and OSLO Rug by Rug’Society.

TELLUS Dining Chair, KOBEN Suspension Light and SHINTO Round Dining Table.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-with-dark-golden-tones?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-vibrant-orange-and-white-dining-room?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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NANOOK Counter Stool and BOTTI Pendant Light by DelightFull. 1. NAJ Bar Chair 2. SEQUOIA Centre Table 3. SNAKE 8 Rug by Rug’Society 4. KAAMOS Mirror.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-contemporary-kitchen-with-orange-tones?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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KANSAS Counter Stools and BLAKE Shelf by Essential Home. KAROO II Counter Stool, SYRAD Wall Light and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-kitchen-with-kansas-bar-chairs?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-maroon-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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HORUS Suspension Light, WALES II Sofa, BEGONIA Dining Char, SHINTO Round Dining Chair and PALM Rug.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/classic-modern-dining-room?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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BOURBON Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light.

BOURBON COUNTER STOOL

With origins in France, the House of Bourbon was a dynasty known for its class and luxury. Therefore, BOURBON Counter 

Stool embodies this opulence through its button-tufted inner back, rich cotton velvet and legs in ash with walnut stain 

matte varnish. 

KEYWORDS

#kitchen

#kitchendesign

#kitchendecor

#modernkitchen

#modernkitchendesign

#counterstools

#counterstooldesign

#counterstool

#counterstoolstyle

#counterstoolsets

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-classic-kitchen-design-in-white?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/home/product/upholstery/bourbon/counter-stool?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Kitchens often are the most fundamental rooms in the house: they have to be highly functional, beautiful, 

welcoming, the perfect place to gather around and create memories, pass on family recipes and traditions, 

secret ingredients. Minimalism is much more than clear lines and comfort spaces, it is all about finding meaning 

and searching for well-being and mind clarity. The kitchen above is the perfect example of how all the elements 

combine and culminate into the most beautiful and elegant space possible. In this specific case, ZULU Counter 

Stool was the right choice to add personality and comfort to the room, highlighting the space and making it 

unforgettable for anyone who walks there. 

ZULU Counter Stools.

NANOOK Counter Stools and IKE Suspension Light by DelightFull.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/eclectic-kitchen-decor-with-zulu-counter-stool?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-open-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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HERA Dining Sofa, AGRA Dining Table and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light. 1. HORUS II Suspension Light 2. AGRA Dining Table 3. NAJ Counter Stool 4. HERA Dining Sofa.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/classic-contemporary-dining-room-with-agra-dining-table?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/downloads/moodboard-paris-primrose-kitchen?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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HORUS Irregular Suspension Light, NAJ Counter Stool, AGRA Dining Table and HERA Dining Sofa.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-kitchen-with-naj-counter-stool?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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MALAY Counter Stool and NIKU Pendant Light.

It is common to describe the kitchen as the space that goes all 

the way to the heart through the stomach - it is all about the main 

purpose of a kitchen. Food feeds our soul, it gives us energy for 

everyday life. Even more than that, we all have fond memories of 

cooking with our parents, and grandparents, getting to know the 

family’s secret ingredient, or even beginning our own secret family 

recipes - all very caring memories that will forever linger with each 

one. The way the kitchen is organised and what composes it is a 

crucial part of this process. On the left, the simple yet elegant design 

of the MALAY Counter Stool in a very soft colour contrasts with the 

modern NIKU Pendant Light in black. These two elements together 

fulfil the entire kitchen ambience with an abundance of energy. 

On top, the luxurious black upholstered CAYO Counter Stool is the 

perfect match for a modern kitchen design with an island. 

CAYO Counter Stool and MARCUS Pendant Light by DelightFull.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/malay-counter-stool-and-niku-pendant-light--take-your-kitchen-decoration-to-the-next-level?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/green-cayo-counter-stool-is-the-perfect-option-for-a-modern-kitchen-decoration?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DUKONO Counter Stool and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

KANSAS II Dining Chair.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-design-in-neutral-shades?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/neutral-and-golden-modern-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DUKONO Counter Stool and SAKI Pendant Light.

DUKONO COUNTER STOOL

As one of Indonesia’s most active volcanoes, Dukono embodies an unpredictable strength. Just like DUKONO Counter 

Stool, upholstered in velvet, with legs in black lacquer matte and brushed aged brass details. Place it in modern home 

decor and watch this velvet counter stool fill the room with its strong attitude.

KEYWORDS

#kitchen

#kitchendesign

#kitchendecor

#modernkitchen

#modernkitchendesign

#counterstools

#counterstooldesign

#counterstool

#counterstoolstyle

#counterstoolsets

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-contemporary-kitchen-with-gold-details?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/dukono/counter-stool/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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More than cooking the everyday meal, it is in the kitchen where you can update the dialogue with your loved 

ones, and talk about their dreams, desires and worries. A well-designed kitchen should absolutely encourage 

people to talk with each other. In order to do so, its design should be quiet and manageable. In an open-

concept house, creating a calm and intimate atmosphere can appear impossible, but it isn’t; it just takes the 

absolutely necessary. The kitchen design above shows how a simple but still elegant and opulent counter stool 

such as the DAVIS Counter Stool can fill the room easily. On the right, the dark scenario creates an especially 

cosy ambience, where the DUKONO Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light give life. 

DAVIS Counter Stool and NIKU Pendant Light.

DUKONO Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-elegant-kitchen-with-grey-counter-stools?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-design-in-brown-hues?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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OKA Dining Chair, VELLUM Suspension Light, AGRA III Dining Table, SAKI XL Wall Light and UMLAZA Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-dining-room-with-nature-inspired-elements?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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CAYO II Dining Chair, SHINTO Round Dining Table and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light. DALYAN Counter Stool and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/green-modern-kitchen-decor?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/dark-contemporary-open-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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BOURBON II Dining Chair, AGRA Dining Table and HORUS Irregular Suspension light. 1. BOURBON II Dining Chair 2. AGRA Dining Table 3. HORUS Irregular Suspension light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-contemporary-kitchen-in-green-and-brown?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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KAROO II Counter Stool and SAKI Pendant Light. NAJ Counter Stool and NAICCA Suspension light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/blue-and-golden-kitchen-decor?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/elegant-blue-and-golden-kitchen-decor?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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 KOI II Dining Table, COMO Chaise Longue, NIKU Pendant Light, LURAY Side Table, KAROO II Counter Stool, BEGONIA Dining Chair, HORUS 

Irregular Suspension Light and INKAHOLIC Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-dining-room-with-green-and-gold-shades?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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AGRA Dining Table, CAYO II Dining Chair, HORUS Irregular Suspension Light and CELL Rug by Rug’Society.

BEGONIA Dining Chair and NAICCA Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/golden-kitchen-design-with-green-hues?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-black-and-green-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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AGRA II Dining Table, CAYO II Dining Chair, AURUM III Suspension Light and CAY Wall Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/green-and-gold-modern-dining-room-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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KAROO II Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light.

A kitchen’s design has to be practical and functional - the elements 

must make sense together, creating a dynamic space where 

everyone can move around easily. Despite being a utilitarian 

space, we should not forsake the beauty and comfort of the space. 

The kitchen can be a trendy room of the home, where the latest 

trends of design are followed, like in the image on the left. The 

contemporary green kitchen design has the one-of-a-kind NAICCA 

Pendant Lights, synonyms of luxury, contrasting with the functional 

side of the KAROO II Swivel Counter Stool. The kitchen above 

portrays a dark background where the products gain life. The 

elegance of the NAJ Counter Stools fit perfectly with the design, 

while the HORUS Irregular Suspension Light gives a unique touch. 

NAJ Counter Stool and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-kitchen-design-with-brown-counter-stools?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/dark-modern-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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BOURBON II Dining Chair, BOURBON II Counter Stool, AURUM III Suspension Light, HULI Square Mirror, AGRA III Dining Table, SHINTO Sideboard and IMPERIAL SNAKE Rug by Rug’Society.

AGRA III DINING TABLE

Agra is the modest setting of one the most famous and most celebrated monuments in the world, the Taj Mahal, also 

known as the marble mausoleum. AGRA Rectangle Dining Table is an impressive display of craftsmanship and elegance. 

Its delicate work of the robust forest green marble reinforces the imposing structure, supported by a base in black gloss 

lacquer and polished brass. The AGRA Forest Green Rectangular Marble Dining Table will be the perfect addition to your 

modern contemporary dining room design.
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https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-green-and-golden-dining-area?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/agra-iii/dining-table/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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BOURBON II Dining Chair, AGRA III Dining Table, CYRUS DOUBLE II XL Wall light, HORUS Irregular Suspension Light and ESSEX Corner Sofa.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-dining-room-open-space-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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TELLUS Dining Chair, SHINTO Round Dining Table, NAICCA Chandelier, SHINTO I Console, ESSEX Corner Sofa and WHITE Garden Rug by Rug’Society.

Nature can be a major source of inspiration if you are drawn to 

its unique and rarest shapes and colours. Spending time in nature 

gives you a sense of awe, making you feel that time has stopped. 

Creating this same feeling in an interior is the main purpose of the 

importance of design: making one feel something. But how can 

design retain such important features and reflect them? Green 

is a powerful colour that is commonly known as the colour of 

life, renewal, nature, and energy. Add this colour to a functional 

yet modern element, like a chair, and you will have a little bit of 

springtime energy all over your home every single day - such as 

the two ambiences portray. On the left, the charm of the green 

velvet upholstery of the TELLUS Dining Chair fills the sophisticated 

room, contrasting with the luxurious NAICCA Chandelier. In the 

image above, there is one element that completely stands out from 

the rest, the green and golden BOURBON Round Sofa. This is a 

rare element to add to a kitchen design and yet it looks completely 

tailor-made to the space, especially when complemented with the 

BOURBON II Swivel Dining Chairs. 

BOURBON Round Sofa, BOURBON II Dining Chair and NAICCA Chandelier.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-golden-and-green-dining-room?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/green-and-gold-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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TELLUS Counter Stool and NAICCA Suspension Light. TELLUS Counter Stool, TELLUS Dining Chair and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-green-nature-inspired-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/green-nature-inspired-kitchen-decor?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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TELLUS Counter Stools.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-with-green-counter-stools?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DALYAN II Counter Stools and NAICCA Pendant Light.

TELLUS Counter Stool, HORUS II Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/elegant-green-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/classic-white-and-black-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Natural materials, neutral or earthy colours, and the elimination of unnecessary detailing are all celebrated 

in modern-style furnishings and decor. Embracing this type of style in a kitchen design is the way to create a 

timeless and one-of-a-kind interior where everyone feels invited to be. The neutral grey tones of the DALYAN II 

Dining Chair follow perfectly the room aesthetic, while the HORUS Suspension light adds a contrasting element. 

In the image on the left, the natural beauty of the KANSAS Counter Stool in an earthly tone gives sobriety to 

such a sophisticated space, where the KUMI II Mirror stands out. 

DALYAN II Dining Chairs and HORUS Suspension Light.

KANSAS Counter Stool, KUMI II Mirror, SHINTO Sideboard, HORUS Irregular Suspension Light and VALENCIA Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-grey-and-gold-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-black-kitchen-design-with-marble-counter?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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KAROO II Counter Stool and SAKI Suspension Light. 1. KAROO II Counter Stool 2.SAKI Suspension Light 3. APIS Dining Table 4. KAAMOS Mirror 5. CELL Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/golden-and-black-modern-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DALYAN Dining Chair, DALYAN II Dining Chair, AGRA Dining Table, AGRA II Dining Table, SAKI Pendant Light, SAKI Suspension Light and 

KESYA Door Pullb by Pullcast.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-dining-area-with-grey-and-gold-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Black is without a doubt one of the most elegant and sophisticated colours to portray in an interior. This colour 

is symbolic of mystery, power, elegance, and sophistication, all attributes you want to have in your home decor, 

especially the kitchen. The black upholstery of the IBIS Dining Chairs stands out from the natural and raw 

design of the APIS Dining Table. On the left, the darker ambience is filled with the soft grey velvet of the DALYAN 

Dining Chairs under the pleasant light of the HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

NAICCA Suspension Light, IBIS Dining Chair and APIS Dining Table.

DALYAN Dining Chair, DALYAN Armchair, SHINTO Round Center Table, HORUS Irregular Suspension Light, SYRAD Wall Light and HANOI Screen.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/nature-inspired-dining-room-with-elegant-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/neutral-dining-room-design-with-grey-chairs?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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APIS Dining Table, OKA Dining Chair, HORUS II Suspension light, SHAKA Wall Light, KAYAN Mirror and GOLDEN Bugs Rug by Rug’Society.

APIS DINING TABLE

Bees, originally called “Apis” in Latin, were the main inspiration for APIS Dining Table. It features a small tabletop in stained 

oak with brass details and a base in matte brass. The APIS Round Wood Dining Table is sure to impress in your midcentury 

modern dining room design.
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DUKONO Counter Stool, KUMI I Mirror and NAICCA Suspension Light.

CAYO Dining Chair and SAKI Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/nature-inspired-kitchen-design-in-brown-and-blue-tones?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-dark-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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BOURBON II Counter Stool, NIKU Pendant Light, SYRAD Wall Light, CYPRES Floor Light and BORNEO Single Sofa.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/black-and-golden-modern-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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KANSAS II Dining Chair and NAICCA Pendant Light.

Counter Stools can completely change the atmosphere of the 

space you are trying to create, be it a modern or contemporary 

kitchen design. It is important that you make the right choice, 

evaluating them on style, colour and functionality. You always 

have to keep in mind that the main function of a chair is its comfort, 

but that doesn’t mean you have to compromise the style: it is 

possible to find the most jaw-dropping counter stools while being 

fashionable. It is the case with the elegant PLUM Counter Stool. 

With a timeless design, this counter stool stands out in the black 

and blue tones of the kitchen all due to its unique design. These 

counter stools are lightened by the HORUS Irregular Suspension 

Light, a one-of-a-kind type of light, that embraces the power of 

nature in a design tribute. On the left, the modern kitchen reflects a 

warmer interior. The stars of the interior are KANSAS II Dining Chair, 

a swivel dining chair that provides dynamic to such a practical 

room. These dining chairs are the epitome of how beautiful design 

can be hand-to-hand with comfort and practicability. Giving the 

final touch, the NAICCA Pendant Light bring a touch of luxury to the 

modern interior. 

PLUM Counter Stool and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-contemporary-open-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-blue-and-black-elegant-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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BEGONIA Dining Chair and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light. OKA Dining Chair and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-elegant-kitchen-with-red-dining-chairs?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/dark-modern-kitchen-design-with-velvet-dining-chairs?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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NUKA II Dining Chair, PLATEAU I Dining Table, NAICCA Chandelier and ARUNA Wall Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/golden-pink-shades-in-modern-kitchen-area?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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TELLUS Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light. 1. TELLUS Counter Stool 2. AGRA Dining Table 3. NAICCA Suspension light 4. PALM Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-design-with-pink-counter-stools?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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The kitchen is an extremely important interior in the home organisation. When space is restricted, using counter 

stools rather than dining chairs helps to maximise the room. A counter stool typically has a smaller footprint 

and can easily store beneath a table or counter, so it’s the perfect solution for these types of kitchens. The 

MALAY Counter Stool in black leather is the epitome of elegance, and it fits almost every interior. 

MALAY Counter Stool and NAICCA Pendant Light.

MALAY Counter Stool.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/black-elegant-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-black-and-blue-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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KOBEN Suspension Light and GAIA Dining Chair.

DALYAN II Dining Chair, DALYAN II Counter Stool, APIS Dining Table, HORUS Irregular Suspension Light and WHITE Garden Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-contemporary-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-dining-area-design-with-wood-details?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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BOURBON II Counter Stool, BOURBON II Dining Chair, KOI Dining Tale and SAKI Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-with-marble-shades?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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IBIS Dining Chair, MALAY Counter Stool, NAICCA Suspension Light, SHINTO Round Dining Table and MERFILUS Rug by Rug’Society.

SHINTO ROUND DINING TABLE

Shinto shrines are places of reverence and the abodes of the ‘kami’ - gods- where sacred objects are stored in the 

innermost chamber of the altar, not seen by anybody. The SHINTO Round Dining Table was designed to safely keep 

those moments we all enjoy over dinner, good conversations and good food. This modern round dining table is the perfect 

addition to your dining room design.
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https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/dining-room-in-neutral-tones-with-golden-details?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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 NAJ Counter Stool, Saki Pendant Light and WHITE Garden Rug by Rug’Society.

BEGONIA Dining Chair, SHINTO Round Dining Table, NAICCA Chandelier and OSLO Rug by Rug’Society.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/grey-and-golden-modern-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/neutral-modern-kitchen-decor?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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KANSAS II Dining Chair, SYRAD Wall Light, KOBEN Suspension Light and HANOI Screen.  KANSAS II Dining Chair and HORUS Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/black-and-gold-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-minimal-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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NAJ Counter  Stool, HULI Round Mirror, SAKI Pendant Light, KOI Side Table and APACHE Table Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-golden-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Choosing a practical, functional layout is the key to creating your dream kitchen. In fact, whether the space is 

large or small, the layout is far more important, because the right layout will ensure that you maximise your 

space and its function. In the image above, the IBIS Counter Stools provide the space with a dynamic style, 

since they have such a trendy design. On the other hand, the kitchen on the right reflects such a cosy interior: 

the warm tones of the DALYAN Dining Chairs pair up with the natural design of the APIS Dining Table and the 

luxurious design of the NAICCA Suspension Light. 

IBIS Counter Stool and NAICCA Suspension Light.

DALYAN Dining Chairs, APIS Dining Table and NAICCA Suspension light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/elegant-kitchen-decoration-with-ibis-counter-stool-and-naicca-pendant-light?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/neutral-dining-area-with-golden-details?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DUKONO Counter Stool and NIKU Pendant Light.

BEGONIA Dining Chair and NAICCA Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-kitchen-decor?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/dark-kitchen-design-with-orange-dining-chairs?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DALYAN Dining Chair, KOI Dining Table and HORUS Irregular Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-black-kitchen-design?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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DALYAN II Dining Chair, DALYAN II Counter Stool and VELLUM Suspension Light and HANOI Screen. 1. HANOI I Screen 2. DALYAN II Dining Chair 3. VELLUM Suspension Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kicthen-design-in-black?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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Newer kitchen ideas emphasise mood and recognise the amount of time we spend in the space, so versatility, 

comfort, lighting, and entertainment have become extremely important. The old adage that the kitchen is the 

“hub of the home” is more true than ever: everything happens here, so the design must follow these needs. 

In the interior above, the life of the room is the bold red upholstery of the BOURBON II Dining Chairs which 

is the perfect opposite of the white marble of the AGRA Dining Tale. However, the kitchen on the right has no 

divergencies: the TELLUS Counter Stool in an earthly tone follows the room aesthetic perfectly. 

AGRA Dining Table, BOURBON II Dining Chair and HORUS Irregular Suspension light.

TELLUS Counter Stool.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-with-swivel-dining-chairs?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/modern-kitchen-with-brown-counter-stools?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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KANSAS II Counter Stool and NIKU Pendant Light.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/green-kitchen-design-with-golden-details?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations


KITCHENS138 KITCHENS 139

STOLA Dining Chair, SHINTO Round Dining Table and IKE Suspension light. KANSAS II Dining Chair, AGRA III Dining Table, AURUM III Suspension Light, HULI Square Mirror and BRUBECK Wall light by Delightfull.

https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/contemporary-kitchen-in-brown-and-purple-tones?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
https://www.brabbu.com/room-by-room/green-and-gold-modern-dining-room?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=brabbu-collected-kitchens&utm_campaign=370inspirations
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